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2008: Oil’s Annus Horribilis
■ 2008 started out so “bright” for
oil markets:
– Rigs were fully employed
– Oil price was high but not
exorbitant
– Oil regions were booming

■ But, then came “volatility”:

“1992 is not a year
on which I shall look
back with undiluted
pleasure. In the words
of one of my more
sympathetic
correspondents, it has
turned out to be an 'Annus Horribilis'. I
suspect that I am not alone in thinking it
so. Indeed, I suspect that there are very
few people or institutions unaffected by
these last months of worldwide turmoil
and uncertainty.”

– Prices spiked from $96 to $147
by early July (+53%)
– Prices took a breather through mid-September
– Then, prices plunged 74% in next 3 months

A Picture Is Worth A 1,000 Words
■ “When crude falls, it seems to drag other oil production in its wake.”
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Source: Barclays Capitol – Weekly Oil Data Review, January 7, 2009
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The Big Question As
2008 Came Crashing To An End
■ Why did prices spike so high?
■ Why did oil prices then crash?
■ Many pundits answered by
observing:
– Prices spiked because
of speculation
– Prices collapsed because:
 Speculators went AWOL
 Oil demand began to
plunge
 Oil gluts quickly emerged

The Spike And The Collapse Were Asymmetric
■ The “spike” topped off a 15 fold
increase from under $10 in
1998 to $147 in 2008.
■ The 3 month plunge took oil
price back to where they were
in November 2003.
■ Were both anomalies?
Will we ever know?

?

What Is A Fair Price For Oil?
■ Oil prices will stay at $5 for
decade or two.
(The Economist cover story March, 1999)

Maybe oil is so
plentiful that it
has no fair price!

■ “$27 oil price is fair.”
(Lord Brown of British Petroleum – October,
2004)

■ “$30 - $45 oil price is fair.”
(Shell’s John Huffmeister – January 6, 2008)

■ “$75 oil price is fair.”
(King Abdullah of Saudi Aramco – December 2008)

Multiple Quiz
 Fools Gold?
 Just another commodity?
 World’s most precious
natural resource?

Nothing Goes Straight Up!
■ Oil price 15 fold rise had many
retracements.
■ But each dip soon became a new
high.
■ These are “normal
prices.”
■ When inflation adjusted
(CPI) the picture
altered.

1990

2008

Some Interesting Price* Benchmarks
(Or Milestones?)
CPI Adjusted
to 2008

The 1990s
■ Oil price at start of 1990
■ Low price (12/1/98)
■ High price (10/1/90)

= $22.91
= $11.30
= $36.13

$38.28
$14.64
$57.50

= $27.22
= $19.31
= $133.93

$34.26
$23.22
$131.25

1st 7 Years of 21st Century
■ January 2000
■ Low price (12/1/01)
■ High price (6/1/08)

*Using nominal price at beginning of each month over last 18 years.

Why Did Prices Rise 15 Fold In A Decade?
■ 1997 – 2007 fundamentals changed:
– Demand grew by 12.7 MMB/D
– Crude oil production grew by
7.3 MMB/D
– Gap was filled by:





Increased natural gas liquids
“Other liquids”
Refinery processing gains
Occasional stock liquidation

■ OECD total petroleum stocks:
12/1997: 2,615 million (56 days use)
12/2007: 2,566 million (52 days use)
■ Along the way, speculators often shorted oil contracts.

Why Did Crude Supply Not Keep Pace
With Demand Growth?
■ E&P spending grew from less than $100 billion to $400
billion in the decade.
■ By 2008, every quality drilling rig (and other oil service
assets) were being used.
■ Technology gains allowed deepwater/ultra deepwater
exploration.
■ Seismic advances and reservoir simulation modeling
allowed greater amounts of trapped oil to be drained.
But, all this still created “flattening” of
crude oil supply in last few years.

Did Oil Field Technology Not Work?
■ If so many new wells drilled
and so much money spent,
was it wasted?
■ No. These projects were
critical to offset accelerating
decline rates from mature
fields.
■ The big problem:
– All new discoveries were either small or in deepwater
– All peak fast and decline fast

Long-Term Supply Trend Got
Uglier By The Year
■ >800 super-giant, giant and large
oil fields comprise 58% of world’s
crude supply.
■ Other 42% comes from ≈70,000
small to tiny fields (average field
production 440 bbls/day.
■ Foundations of world’s oil supply
comes from 356 super-giant oil
fields. Almost all are “mature”
and past peak.
■ IEA’s WEO 2008 Supply Outlook
laid bare some ugly facts.

“The Era Of Cheap Oil Is Over”
(IEA November 14, 2008)

Has Crude Oil Now Peaked?
■ Hard data argues that
sustained peak supply
reached in 2005.
■ Too many key producing
countries are now in
irreversible production
decline.

■ Only a handful of key
producers have some growth
left:
–
–
–
–

Angola
Brazil
Sudan (?)
Canada’s heavy oil (?)

Source: EIA Monthly Energy Report – March 2008

The Supply Picture Is Not Pretty
(And Explains $147 Oil)
■ There are no bright spots on supply horizon.
■ There are many flashing red lights that “all is
not well”:
– Civil unrest in key oil producing
regions
– Fragile aging infrastructure
– Accelerating decline rates due to oil field
technology

■ Visible oil stocks keep getting “too tight.”
■ These all explain why oil prices rose 15 fold.

What Explains The Crude Oil Price Collapse?
■ Media and pundits say:
– Speculators left the game
that created spike
– Unraveling economy killed
off demand
– Gluts are now endemic:
 Tank farms brimming with oil
 Super-tankers now floating
oil gluts

Crude Oil Price History Jun – Dec 2008
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■ But, non of these “facts”
can be proven.
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Source: Bloomberg

■ Only clear fact: “Crude oil fell 74% in 12 weeks”
(September 22nd – December 22nd).
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Are We Missing “The Black Swan?”
■ Credit default swap
index soared as crude
oil plunged.
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when oil collapsed.
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■ If any traders ever had
to liquidate contracts,
this would cause oil prices to temporarily fall.
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■ Glencore (aka Marc Rich & Co AG) Energy Trading Credit
default swaps illustrate the squeeze.
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Are Current Oil Prices Now “Fair?”
■ NO! They are dangerously low.
■ Middle East producers now facing
deficit spending.
■ Key projects have been
postponed or cancelled.
■ Drilling rigs are being laid down.
■ New rigs are facing credit
problems with shipyards.
■ Industry economics do not work
at current prices.

What Do We Need Oil Prices Be?
■ $100 - $147 oil did not increase crude supply.
■ They did not alleviate rig and people shortages.
■ They did not stimulate to rebuild an infrastructure now
too old.
■ They also did not cause catastrophic economic damage.
■ They were starting to create booming prosperity across
the oil world.

Is There An Oil Price That Begins
To Cut This Gordian Knot?
■ There is no hard data to
shed light on this.
■ $150 oil with a permanent
floor might help for a while.
■ But, this does not:
– “Find more” oil
– Quickly build more new drilling
rigs
– Recruit and train oil work force

When Do Oil Prices Get So High
They Really Hurt Economies?
■ Through 2007 - 1st half 2008, many key consuming
regions paid retail prices for gasoline at $8 to $11 per
gallon.
■ This translates to $378 - $462/bbl for gasoline and no
economic pain was evident.
■ How the wellhead revenue for high oil prices gets
reinvested is key to insure high prices help, not hurt,
global economies.

High Prices Do Not Address
Oil Industry’s Twin Cancers
■ Two “issues” threaten oil industry’s sustainability.
■ Both took decades to
develop into twin cancers.
■ Neither has any clear way
to quickly resolve.
■ Both could take decades
to re-dress.
The “Issues”
■ People Crisis
■ Rust

Unresolved People Crisis
Will Cripple Global Industry

■ High percentage of current employee base of global oil industry will retire in next
5 – 7 years.
■ This crisis touches every aspect of the industry:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Rig hands
Geologists
Engineers of all disciplines
Welders
Manufacturing workers
Executives across the face of industry

■ How quickly can industry recruit and train millions of employees?

“Rust” Is A More Serious Twin Disease
■ “Rust” is code word for aging oil
delivery system.
■ It is all built of steel, which begins
to rust on day one.
■ “Rust never sleeps” is timeless
maritime phrase.
■ High percentage of “delivery
system” from well bores,
gathering system, tank farms,
pipelines, tankers, refineries, rigs, other oil service assets and
service stations tanks, etc., etc. beyond original design life.
■ The era of band-aids is over.
■ The era to rebuild the entire infrastructure has to begin ASAP.

Conquering Rust Will Be World’s Largest
And Most Complex “Project”
■ Replacing even 80% of global delivery system of oil will be
more costly and complex than fighting WWII or Marshall
Plan.
■ Total cost might exceed
$100 trillion.
■ Manpower needs could
exceed 500,000 to 1 million
engineers, construction
workers, etc.
■ Could the world run out iron ore and steel in getting the
task done?

Oil Prices Need To “Snap Back” Fast
■ The longer current prices stay
low, the higher the odds rise
the industry will destroy itself.
■ Industry leaders/stakeholders
need to re-examine how little
is known about what sets oil
prices, the aging of industry
key assets and the reality that
oil has peaked.
■ Someone needs to abolish
current extreme volatility before
it destroys the industry.

Saipem is first to confirm Aramco's
block on further work
Saudi contractors in grip of freeze
VAHE PETROSSIAN, London

Saudi Arabia's review of oil and gas projects is
gaining momentum as several contractors
confirm being told to freeze almost all work while
state oil company Saudi Aramco completes a
study on how to cut costs.

Contractors are asked to revise
prices or put work on hold

Saudis start to push costs drive
VAHE PETROSSIAN, London

Contractors working in Saudi Arabia have started
receiving notices from Saudi Aramco either
putting work on hold or asking that they revise
their prices to reflect falling costs.
Source: Upstream – November 28, 2008

2009 Will Be Year Of Extreme Challenge
■ If industry leadership keeps heads buried
in sand, they deserve the blame for
anguish this is causing.
■ New Obama Administration needs
to get quickly educated on these
key issues.
■ Easiest way to crush any economic
recovery is to end up with oil shortage and
sky-rocketing oil prices.
■ Natural gas might be worse shape than oil.
■ 2009 needs to be “Year of Enlightenment.”

What To Watch For As 2009 Unfolds
■ Watch how fast rigs working
slow down.
■ Watch oil stocks getting tight.
■ Watch production starting to
declines as drilling stops.

■ Watch the Ukraine/Russia/EU
natural gas crisis.
■ Watch the horror of layoffs ending a nascent recruiting era.
■ Watch for sharp rebound in oil and gas prices when supply
drops outstrip demand.

Does The Oil Business
Have To Be “Boom And Bust?”
■ Is the industry fated to lurch between
feast and famine?
■ With cost of new oil and gas projects
so high, can anyone survive this
volatility?
■ When reality sets in that oil supply
really peaked, can this usher in a
Brave New World in oil?
■ Or, does this exacerbate vicious
volatility?
■ Is this oil industry still sustainable?

Not on its current course.

Can The World Adjust
To Having Less Oil To Use?
■ Not on present global blueprint.
■ We are heavily embedded in an
oil powered economy.
■ Mobility, agriculture, distribution of
food, etc., all depend on plentiful
and reliable oil supplies.

■ 90% of world population just
starting down path America and
Europe began after WWII.
■ We have a brief window to
change current path.
■ Otherwise, future could be crazy.
Source: Oil & Gas Middle East , April 2008
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